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Sealine - C390V

£ 271,240

Chertsey, South East
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·

12.42 m/41 ft

***PRICES START FROM £271,240 inc. VAT excluding engine option*** ***PART EXCHANGE
CONSIDERED*** ***AVAILABLE TO ORDER NOW*** The new C390v - That’s ‘V’ for ‘verve’! For intuitive
manoeuvring and instant acceleration with an amazing 700 hp of outboard power! Or how about ‘V’
for ‘vacation’? Teak platforms on both sides ensure hours of bathing pleasure in the sea. Large
panoramic windows offer unbeatable all-round views. And when you open the glass front, the
indoors and outdoors flow seamlessly into each other, creating an irresistible sense of freedom and
comfort all on one level. ‘V’ could also stand for ‘variable’, because you can modify the cabin layout
to suit the size of your crew. Create the ideal seating arrangement for any situation. Or maybe ‘V’
stands for ‘value’ and the sheer quality of the construction and materials. Every facet of the Sealine
C390v is designed to impress. Drive your dream!
Engine Options
2 x Suzuki 350hp duoprop with electrohydraulic lifting jack plates inc. 2 x digital engine indicator (32
knots TBC) 2 x Suzuki 350hp duoprop with electrohydraulic lifting jack plates inc. 2 x digital engine
indicator and Allpa joystick (Optimus 360) including autopilot and SKYHOOK virtual anchoring
Optional Extras
Lots of optional extras available: Navigation pack Cruising pack Comfort pack Lighting and charging
pack Entertainment packs Plus lots more Please call - Click here to reveal phone number - or details
of all extras available
Disclaimer
In this case we are acting as Brokers only; The Vendor is not selling in the course of a business.
Whilst every care has been taken in their preparation, the correctness of these particulars is not
guaranteed. The particulars are intended only as a guide and they do not constitute a term of any
contract. A prospective buyer is strongly advised to check the particulars and where appropriate at
his own expense to employ a qualified Marine Surveyor to carry out a survey and/or to have an
engine trial conducted which, if conducted by us, shall not imply any liability on our part
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